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America's First Ladies 2015-10-13 meet the first ladies of the united states sometimes inspiring sometimes tragic
always fascinating women who though often unsung helped hold the nation together in its infancy and advance it as
a world power more than simply serving as america s hostesses many of the nation s first ladies played vital roles
in shaping their husband s presidency and serving as political activists in their own right from martha washington
to michelle obama their inspiring stories come alive in this handsomely illustrated encyclopedia within its pages
the first ladies are revealed as human beings who one day awoke to find the eyes of the world upon them the book
differs from others by showcasing america s first ladies in their own words as flesh and blood individuals readers
will discover which first lady held off napoleon s army with a toy sword why women had to be pale frail and ailing
and which first lady was called sunshine and which was hellcat each entry includes a biographical essay that
details the life of the woman and places her within the political social and cultural context of her time each
also offers a related primary document that helps define the first lady s legacy as well as a short bibliography
for further information written in a lively compelling style this highly readable volume is perfect for junior
high high school and college students as well as the general public
A Companion to First Ladies 2016-03-02 this volume explores more than two centuries of literature on the first
ladies from martha washington to michelle obama providing the first historiographical overview of these important
women in u s history underlines the growing scholarly appreciation of the first ladies and the evolution of the
position since the 18th century explores the impact of these women not only on white house responsibilities but on
elections presidential policies social causes and in shaping their husbands legacies brings the first ladies into
crisp historiographical focus assessing how these women and their contributions have been perceived both in
popular literature and scholarly debate provides concise biographical treatments for each first lady
Harriet Lane, America's First Lady 2005-03-06 she was the niece of america s bachelor president and his official
hostess in lancaster london and washington anyone who met her was instantly enamored queen victoria bestowed upon
her the title honorary ambassadress the washington press corps proclaimed her our democratic queen she was the
first white house hostess to be called first lady ships were named after her songs were written about her women
dressed like her she was the most admired woman in the country and established a style of entertaining never
before seen in the white house and only she could get away with beating the prince of wales at bowling her life
was marked by tragedy yet she lived every day to the fullest her legacy lives on in baltimore and washington
through a pediatric hospital a school for boys a museum of art and a monument to james buchanan thanks to her
beauty charm and generosity of spirit america s first lady will always be harriet lane
The First Ladies 2002-10 the first ladies the first ladies profiles the many courageous women from martha
washington to laura welch bush who have served the presidency and the nation and maintained one of the most
appealing traditions of the white house hospitality each woman profiled in this book has a unique story and an
important place in history this book describes the fascinating stories of how the first ladies served as advocates
and volunteers it also offers remarkable portraits of the first ladies which were drawn from the white house
collection
First Ladies Fact Book -- Revised and Updated 2013-02-01 which american first lady never cooked a meal was accused
of looting the white house was once a professional dancer find out in this accessible illustrated reference packed
with history and revelations the first ladies fact book is a comprehensive fascinating and intimate look at the
life of each first lady from martha washington to michelle obama each profile includes a portrait key biographical
information and several additional photographs for each of this historically important women you ll learn key



facts about their childhood and upbringing early careers the path to the white house their impact on the role and
the country and post flotus highlights whether you re browsing preparing for a tough quiz night or for a classroom
report the first ladies fact book combines the rich facts with fascinating details for history buffs of all ages
pick up the companion title the president s fact book revised and updated
First Ladies 2015-04-14 c span s year long history series first ladies influence and image aired in 2013 and 2014
and was devoted to revealing the private lives and public actions of 43 iconic american women first ladies
captures the spirit of this special series by assembling its impressive collection of contemporary first ladies
historians into book form their original interviews condensed into an essay about each first lady create intimate
portraits of these women their lives ambitions and their unique partnerships with their presidential spouses susan
swain and the c span team elicit the details that made these women who they were you ll read how martha washington
intentionally set the standards followed by first ladies for the next century how lucretia garfield calmed the
nation in the wake of her husband s shooting just four months into his presidency and how mamie eisenhower
harnessed the advent of television to reinforce her and her husband s positive public images first ladies informs
its readers in interesting ways about america s most well known first ladies such as martha washington abigail
adams mary todd lincoln eleanor roosevelt jacqueline kennedy nancy reagan and michelle obama yet some of its very
best gems are contained in the lives of first ladies whose stories had been lost to the pages of history or
overshadowed by their powerful presidential partners louisa catherine adams jane pierce sarah polk frances
cleveland and edith wilson what is ultimately unraveled in the book is the untold half of the story how american
women lived worked and thrived over 200 years of history the role of first ladies in our political culture has
long been a subject of lively debate this book provides an intimate historical look at the interesting women who
persevered in the glare that is the white house supporting their families and famous husbands and sometimes
changing history you ll find it illuminating entertaining and ultimately inspiring illustrated and including both
the basic biographical information and a rich look at the public and inner lives of the first ladies this book is
a resource a fascinating read and a beautiful gift
First Ladies of the United States 2020-12-01 a gorgeous publication that reveals the historical importance of
first ladies through portraiture each first lady has brought her own priorities and flair to the position that has
never been officially defined they have served as hostesses trendsetters activists and political players first
ladies of the united states features 84 portraits of the nation s first ladies as varied in style and
representation as the individual women they depict from watercolors and oil paintings to engravings and
photographs this book celebrates the legacy of first ladies throughout history first ladies are some of the most
scrutinized public figures in the country praised or criticized on everything from their fashion to their level of
political involvement there s no better way to explore their visibility and lasting impact than with first ladies
of the united states which places remarkable portraits alongside an insightful essay and lively entries that
illuminate the history of the women who have shaped the white house
Ranking the First Ladies 2016-07-05 have you ever wondered about the lives of the presidential wives much
attention has been focused on the presidents often ignoring the women who accompany them to the white house now it
s time we turn the spotlight on the first ladies whose lives give fascinating insight into the history of our
country in this trivia lover s paradise no stone is left unturned you will learn which first ladies lived the
longest which were the best educated which had the most children and which were on the other end of the spectrum
you will also discover which women married their way into the white house which causes and projects the first



ladies pursued and so much more other family members including presidential children are also described by the
numbers there is even a section on presidential pets brimming with lists anecdotes and more ranking the first
ladies is a treasure trove for history lovers of all stripes
First Ladies For Dummies 2021-12-02 it s time for the ladies the first ladies that is to get their time in the
spotlight what does a first lady do what makes a first lady successful if you ve always wanted to know this is the
place to come to for the answers this reference has the inside scoop on all the first ladies including michelle
obama s campaigns for healthy eating and jackie kennedy s emphasis on art and culture in first ladies for dummies
you ll find out how these women s values initiatives and style have influenced all our lives and how they ve
become true role models for generations with the detailed biographies and personal profiles in first ladies for
dummies you ll gain a well rounded knowledge of the united states 47 first ladies from martha to melania from
jackie to dr jill and everyone in between every first lady has left her stamp on the white house in the rose
garden and in history and this book covers it all it includes an historical context for a deeper understanding of
the world these first ladies lived in accounts of their childhoods and early lives to learn who these women were
before they stepped foot in the white house each first lady s interests and achievements whether you re a history
fanatic or just curious about these highly accomplished women you ll find lots of fun facts about them in first
ladies for dummies pick up your copy to be in the know
The Smithsonian First Ladies Collection 2014-04-01 admire the nationally famous collection of first ladies gowns
and learn about the contributions made by the women who wore them the smithsonian first ladies collection is a
beautifully illustrated book inspired by one of the most popular attractions at the smithsonian the first ladies
exhibit at the national museum of american history this striking book showcases the treasures from first ladies
throughout history ranging from martha washington s silk dress and dressing mirror to michelle obama s 2009
inaugural gown and jewelry these and many other unforgettable objects including gowns tableware and invitations
from beloved first ladies such as mamie eisenhower jacqueline kennedy barbara bush hilary clinton and more tell
the story of the first ladies as public and private figures they illustrate how these women thrust into an
influential and visible role by happenstance of marriage adapted themselves and the role of first lady by taking
on responsibilities as campaigners hostesses and policy advocates the smithsonian first ladies collection features
many treasures not on view at the exhibit complete with an insider s look at the acquisition conservation and
exhibition of the pieces as well as a timeline of all forty six first ladies this is a must have for anyone
fascinated by these incredible women and their roles in american culture and political life
The Health of the First Ladies 2015-01-14 this first comprehensive study of the medical histories of america s
first ladies from martha washington to michelle obama discusses their illnesses their treatments and their
physicians in the context of their times as the categories of illness afflicting americans have changed through
history so have the kinds of maladies affecting the first ladies infectious diseases and the consequences of
poorly supervised pregnancies have been replaced by cerebrovascular accidents and malignancies the secrecy with
which the white house has traditionally handled inquiries about the health of the president s wife is explored in
detail however several first ladies notably betty ford have been transparent about their illnesses in order to
educate the public the effects of a first lady s responsibilities on her health is examined this book also seeks
to discern how the well being of the first lady influences presidential performance
Meet the First Ladies (eBook) 1996-03-01 in meet the first ladies your students will find a biographical sketch
with detailed information followed by questions for discussion and research a page focusing on some aspect of life



in the time is also included students will learn that not every first lady was a wife daughters and relatives also
filled the role how martha jefferson made soap the identity of the first baby born in the white house who rode
down the white house stairs on a cookie sheet and much much more
Harriet Lane 2011-04-01 presents a biography of james buchanan s niece who was the white house hostess during her
uncle s presidency helped create the national gallery of art and started the first pediatrics hospital
Feisty First Ladies and Other Unforgettable White House Women 2009-01-01 describes interesting and sometimes
scandalous facts about the wives of american presidents as well as their children other female relatives and
prominent female white house staff
The First Ladies of Fillmore, Pierce, and Buchanan 2008-09-01 in this packet your students will find biographical
sketches with detailed information followed by questions for discussion and research students will learn
interesting and relevant facts about these first ladies and will walk away with a new appreciation for the women
that filled this role
First Ladies 2019-04-05 betty boyd caroli s engrossing and informative first ladies is both a captivating read and
an essential resource for anyone interested in the role of america s first ladies caroli observes the role as it
has shifted and evolved from ceremonial backdrop to substantive world figure this expanded and updated fifth
edition presents caroli s keen political analysis and astute observations of recent developments in first lady
history including melania trump s reluctance to take on the mantle and former first lady hilary clinton s recent
run for president caroli here contributes a new preface and updated chapters covering all forty five women from
martha washington to melania and ivanka trump and including the daughters daughters in law and sisters of
presidents who served as first ladies caroli explores each woman s background marriage and accomplishments and
failures in office this remarkable lot included abigail adams whose remember the ladies became a twentieth century
feminist refrain jane pierce who prayed her husband would lose the election helen taft who insisted on living in
the white house although her husband would have preferred a judgeship eleanor roosevelt who epitomized the
politically involved first lady and pat nixon who perfected what some have called the robot image they ranged in
age from early 20s to late 60s some received superb educations for their time while others had little or no
schooling including the courageous and adventurous the ambitious and the reserved these women often did not fit
the traditional expectations of a presidential helpmate first ladies is an engaging portrait of how each first
lady changed the role and how the role changed in response to american culture these women left remarkably
complete records and their stories offer us a window through which to view not only this particular sorority of
women but also the role of american woman in general
First Ladies 2010-07-15 betty boyd caroli s engrossing and informative first ladies is both a captivating read and
an essential resource for anyone interested in the role of america s first ladies this expanded and updated fourth
edition includes laura bush s tenure hillary clinton s 2008 presidential bid and an in depth look at michelle
obama one of the most charismatic and appealing first ladies in recent history covering all forty one women from
martha washington to michelle obama and including the daughters daughters in law and sisters of presidents who
sometimes served as first ladies caroli explores each woman s background marriage and accomplishments and failures
in office this remarkably diverse lot included abigail adams whose remember the ladies became a twentieth century
feminist refrain jane pierce who prayed her husband would lose the election helen taft who insisted on living in
the white house although her husband would have preferred a judgeship eleanor roosevelt who epitomized the
politically involved first lady and pat nixon who perfected what some have called the robot image they ranged in



age from early 20s to late 60s some received superb educations for their time while others had little or no
schooling including the courageous and adventurous the emotionally unstable the ambitious and the reserved these
women often did not fit the traditional expectations of a presidential helpmate here then is an engaging portrait
of how each first lady changed the role and how the role changed in response to american culture these women left
remarkably complete records and their stories offer us a window through which to view not only this particular
sorority of women but also american women in general impressive caroli s profiles and observations of american
first ladies and their relationship to the media are intelligent and perceptive philadelphia inquirer
U.S. Presidents & First Ladies Word Search Puzzles 2018-03-21 these 88 puzzles and their solutions offer an
entertaining approach to the life and times of presidents and first ladies from the washingtons to the trumps and
everyone in between
All about the First Ladies Search-a-Word Puzzles 2001-05-01 over 40 fun and fact filled brain teasers for puzzle
lovers and history buffs focus on white house hostesses from martha washington mary todd lincoln and eleanor
roosevelt to jacqueline kennedy hillary rodham clinton and laura bush list of data below each grid solutions at
end of book
Partner or Pleaser? Fact & Fiction of the First Ladies 2005-12 looking at the personal interaction between each
first lady from martha washington to laura bush and the mass media of her day maurine h beasley traces the growth
of the institution of the first lady as a part of the american political system
First Ladies and the Press 2014-02-04 this volume presents thirty nine interpretive biographical essays on all
first ladies from martha washington to america s newest first lady laura bush this new edition contains updated
material on all the living first ladies and updated bibliographies for each entry as well as a portrait of the
newest first lady
American First Ladies 2013-07-05 the female vocalists who pioneered the disco genre in the 70s and early 80s were
an extraordinarily talented group who dazzled the world with an exciting blend of elegance soulful passion and
gutsy fire in this book of original interviews 32 of these women tell their stories explaining how they view their
music careers connection to gay audiences and their places in dance music history interviewed artists include the
andrea true connection claudja barry pattie brooks miquel brown linda clifford carol douglas yvonne elliman
rochelle fleming first choice gloria gaynor debbie jacobs rock madleen kane evelyn champagne king audrey landers
suzi lane cynthia manley boys town gang kelly marie maxine nightingale scherrie payne wardell piper the ritchie
family 1975 1978 gwendolyn wesley cassandra wooten and cheryl mason dorman the ritchie family 1978 1982 theodosia
dodie draher barbara roy ecstasy passion pain pamala stanley evelyn thomas jeanie tracy anita ward martha wash
carol williams jessica williams and norma jean wright
First Ladies of Disco 1980 presents a biography of james buchanan s niece who was the white house hostess during
her uncle s presidency helped create the national gallery of art and started the first pediatrics hospital
Harriet Lane, First Lady of the White House 2011-02-01 the bold women that built the white house as a young nation
grew into its own it was not just the presidents who led the way the remarkable women of the white house often
neglected by history had a heavy hand in the shaping of america the earliest first ladies of the united states
left countless untold legacies behind after their role at the white house was over decidedly different from their
modern day counterparts the nation s first presidential wives made their impact not only in terms of political
policy or broad social and civic service but with unique personal and often long lasting accomplishments read the
unforgettable stories of how these women forged our country and the decisions that shaped all of us as a nation



these are the women whose legacies have long been buried amongst our american history
The First Ladies 2000 traces the development of the first lady s role from obscurity into an influential force in
politics complete with office staff and budgetary resources to rival those of key presidential advisors the author
also explores the paradoxes surrounding activism in the office
The Presidents' Wives 2012-09-19 pat nixon was the first first lady to wear pants in public and jackie kennedy won
an emmy amusing caricatures to color plus fascinating facts about all the presidents wives
First Ladies Fascinating Facts 1987 on cover an intimate look at how 36 women handled what may be the most
demanding unpaid unelected job in america
First Ladies 2016-10-01 worst president ever flips the great presidential biography on its head offering an
enlightening and highly entertaining account of poor james buchanan s presidency to prove once and for all that
well few leaders could have done worse but author robert strauss does much more leading readers out of buchanan s
terrible term in office meddling in the dred scott supreme court decision exacerbating the panic of 1857 helping
foment the john brown uprisings and bloody kansas virtually inviting a half dozen states to secede from the union
as a lame duck and on and on to explore with insight and humor his own obsession with presidents and ultimately
the entire notion of ranking our presidents he guides us through the potus rating game of historians and others
who have made their own mount rushmores or marianas trenches of presidential achievement showing why buchanan
easily loses to any of the others but also offering insights into presidential history buffs like himself the
forgotten lesser presidential sites sex and the presidency the presidency itself and how and why it can often take
the best measures out of even the most dedicated men
Worst. President. Ever. 1988 thumbnail sketches of presidential wives from martha washington to nancy reagan
America's First Ladies 2013-09-30 this expansive multivolume reference work provides a broad multidisciplinary
examination of the civil war period ranging from pre civil war developments and catalysts such as the mexican
american war to the rebuilding of the war torn nation during reconstruction the civil war was undoubtedly the most
important and seminal event in 19th century american history students who understand the civil war have a better
grasp of the central dilemmas in the american historical narrative states rights versus federalism freedom versus
slavery the role of the military establishment the extent of presidential powers and individual rights versus
collective rights many of these dilemmas continue to shape modern society and politics this comprehensive work
facilitates both detailed reading and quick referencing for readers from the high school level to senior scholars
in the field the exhaustive coverage of this encyclopedia includes all significant battles and skirmishes
important figures both civilian and military weapons government relations with native americans and a plethora of
social political cultural military and economic developments the entries also address the many events that led to
the conflict the international diplomacy of the war the rise of the republican party and the growing crisis and
stalemate in american politics slavery and its impact on the nation as a whole the secession crisis the emergence
of the total war concept and the complex challenges of the aftermath of the conflict
American Civil War [6 volumes] 1989 the first ladies bible was written through the guidance of the holy ghost god
has created beautiful rubies women worldwide and given them assignments gifts and talents to fulfill his purpose
this collection of essays explore what it means to be a proverbs 31 woman it reveals how many of us mirror this
woman in our daily lives these meditations consider the delicacies of our faith power strengths and challenges as
you read and seek revelation and illumination you can rediscover yourself in a transformative way using current
leading women in society such as queen elizabeth ii dr jill biden michelle obama ellen degeneres oprah winfrey and



melinda gates along with biblical women as we compare their likeness with scriptural references these
inspirational messages examine women s roles in life we offer ten commandments that reflect the character of these
roles
Modern First Ladies 2023-07-10 describes the various first ladies that have lived in the white house and discusses
their duties and privileges
The First Ladies’ Bible 2001 presents a comprehensive reference to the role of women in american politics and
government including biographies related topics organizations primary documents and significant court cases
The Presidents' First Ladies 2010-05-12 brings together piercing analyses of the american presidency dealing with
both current issues and historical events the compendia consists of the combined and rearranged issues of the
journal white house studies with the addition of a comprehensive subject index preface
Encyclopedia of Women and American Politics 1970 this lively collection features more than 350 amusing and thought
provoking remarks by white house wives from martha washington to melania trump on subjects ranging from celebrity
to domesticity
First Ladies of the White House 2007 this illustrated encyclopedia examines the unique influence and contributions
of women in every era of american history from the colonial period to the present it not only covers the issues
that have had an impact on women but also traces the influence of women s achievements on society as a whole
divided into three chronologically arranged volumes the set includes historical surveys and thematic essays on
central issues and political changes affecting women s lives during each period these are followed by a z entries
on significant events and social movements laws court cases and more as well as profiles of notable american women
from all walks of life and all fields of endeavor primary sources and original documents are included throughout
White House Studies Compendium 2014-09-08 ruth buxton sayre 1896 1980 was the national leader of the american farm
bureau s organization for women master farm homemaker president of the associated country women of the world acww
Wit and Wisdom of America's First Ladies 2015-07-17
Encyclopedia of Women in American History 1980
Ruth Buxton Sayre, First Lady of the Farm
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